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ABSTRACT
In recent years, hardware intermediate representation (IR) has become a popular topic. An appropriate IR can give enough expressivity and avoid redundant engineering efforts. Hector IR fits well in the hardware synthesis flow, which brings the opportunity of building new synthesis tools with minimal effort. Besides, the multi-level paradigm also enables automatic verification in the synthesis flow.

1 INTRODUCTION
Hardware description languages like Verilog are frequently used in the industry for hardware design and verification, which adopt a low level of abstraction known as register transfer level (RTL). To improve the productivity of hardware design, hardware synthesis approaches convert a higher level abstraction into the RTL implementation through a series of compilation techniques and optimization passes. High-level synthesis (HLS) automatically generates hardware from a behavioral description, while hardware generators often make use of domain knowledge to optimize hardware.

These synthesis methods adopt different synthesis flows, which increase the difficulty of building a new synthesis tool. However, these flows share some similarities like the control logic of hardware and necessary optimizations in the lowering procedure. An appropriate intermediate representation (IR) is suitable to solve this problem, which provides enough reusability and extensibility. The critical question is what is the suitable IR for varieties of hardware synthesis methodologies?

Hector [14] is a hardware synthesis framework supporting various synthesis methodologies built on MLIR infrastructure [6]. The framework proposes a unified IR with the multi-level paradigm, which can flexibly describe hardware design and build a new hardware synthesis approach with minimal effort. These benefits are mainly brought from the appropriate IR that is sufficiently expressive and provides enough optimizations.

2 BACKGROUND
Control logic of hardware. As shown in Figure 1, there are three common patterns in hardware design. Besides normal FSM approach, the pipeline structure uses a set of data processing elements connected in series, where the output of one element is the input of the next one. The elements of a pipeline are often executed in parallel to improve performance. Latency-insensitive design is a dataflow circuit where data transfer only happens when predecessors and successors are all prepared. All data signals are accompanied by handshake signals, indicating the availability of the next data from the source unit and the readiness of the target unit to accept it, respectively.

There have been some hardware IRs like FIRRTL [5], LLHD [9], µIR [10] and Calyx[7]. However, most IRs focus on a lower abstraction like structural and netlist. Only a few IRs support software or schedule information, and none of them can describe various hardware behaviors. Hardware synthesis involves multiple abstractions between behavioral description and RTL implementation, for which a single abstraction cannot handle the entire procedure. Describing hardware behaviors like sequential, pipeline and dynamic at the software level provides enough productivity and simplifies the hardware design as well. Hector is the only IR for different synthesis methods and provides a unified representation for different hardware behaviors. Besides that, CIRCT [3] project aims at constructing a reusable and modular infrastructure for the entire hardware generation including high-level synthesis and logic synthesis. This project

Figure 1: Three patterns of hardware control logic.

3 COMPARISON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IR</th>
<th>No. of Levels</th>
<th>Software Information</th>
<th>Schedule Information</th>
<th>Structural Information</th>
<th>Support</th>
<th>Dynamic Support</th>
<th>Pipeline Support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hector</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLHD</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calyx</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRRTL</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>µIR</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: The comparison against other hardware IRs.
is still in progress and absorbs existing IR designs like Calyx and LLHD. Hector can be regarded as the front segment of CIRCT infrastructure.

4 Overview

Hector contains a two-level IR system, which is built on MLIR infrastructure for reusability and extensibility. In Hector, ToR is the high-level IR and HEC is the low-level IR. Both IRs provide a uniform representation of the control logic with various scheduling manners including static, pipeline, and dynamic. The main difference between the two IRs is that ToR describes when the operation begins, while HEC describes where it takes place.

4.1 Hector IR

The idea of ToR is to make it closer to hardware by providing a time graph and binding software operations to elements of the graph. All the operations are bind on the time graph, which is a directed graph that carries control flow and timing information. Therefore, ToR is capable of providing a high-level abstraction of the scheduling information. Three scheduling manners: static, pipeline, and dynamic, are all supported in ToR as edge attributes. This unified representation makes it easier to transform among different behaviors.

HEC describes hardware with different manners in a unified allocate-assign mechanism depicted in Figure 3. Compared with ToR, HEC works at a level much closer to hardware. It explicitly describes the resource usage (including registers, memory, and compute units). Corresponding to the different behaviors in ToR, a HEC design is composed of three types of components matching their manners: STG (state transition graph), Pipeline and Handshake.

4.2 Synthesis flow

The two-level representation makes it easy to implement different synthesis methods. ToR IR provides a high-level abstraction of schedule information, and different scheduling approaches can be easily implemented by transformation on the time graph. The explicit representation of allocation in HEC IR brings the opportunity for resource sharing, which significantly reduces resource consumption. The allocation of sub-modules forms a hierarchical representation of hardware, which is capable of describing the architectural design.

The allocate-assign mechanism also simplifies the definition of interconnection between different modules. Therefore, both HLS and hardware generators can be easily implemented in Hector IR.

SCF Dialect in MLIR describes static control flow in a higher level abstraction than jumping between different blocks, which is similar with C program. This dialect is chosen as the input for HLS and is automatically lowered to ToR through a SDC scheduling algorithm. In addition, the unified representation makes it easy to transform between different manners. Hybrid scheduling like DASS [2] is naturally supported as a hybrid time graph in ToR. The generation procedure to HEC IR makes up an HLS tool supporting various manners including static, dynamic and hybrid scheduling.

5 Verification Flow

With the development of hardware design, hardware verification is still a big challenge. Traditional verification tools often take SystemVerilog as input, and adopt SystemVerilog Assertion (SVA) to describe the properties that need to be verified. This technique highly relies on the quality of these properties, and is not scalable as well due to the low-level abstraction. Recent works mostly focus on the generation of hardware properties [1, 8, 11], and several works provide a higher level abstraction to reduce the scale of verification tasks [4]. However, these verification approaches are not suitable for hardware synthesis flows.

Existing verification frameworks [4, 12] need sophisticated procedures in which manual efforts are indispensable. These frameworks either need a golden model along with the equivalence mapping between implementation, or rely on verification experts to properly design properties. Other works [1, 8, 11] focus on verifying a specific hardware model, which ignores the architectural information and cannot support arbitrary design either. These approaches only focus on a specific abstraction, which makes it hard to verify a conversion procedure like hardware synthesis.

A suitable IR with the multi-level paradigm like Hector makes it easier to store necessary information and to avoid extra analysis in the synthesis flow. For example, the scheduling information is kept during the synthesis procedure, so the mapping between computations and compute units is easily obtained. The equivalence between the functionality and implementation further improve the reliability and transparency of synthesis tools, and also brings the opportunity of debugging at different levels. Furthermore, due to the explicit representation of control logic, it’s possible to automatically verify some necessary properties such as the liveness property in FSM structures and the connection validation between elastic modules.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we present the benefits of multi-level paradigm for hardware synthesis. With enough expressivity and flexibility, Hector provides a promising way to build a new synthesis tool. The open-source framework also provides flexibility to customize synthesis approaches and allows users to explore advanced techniques. Furthermore, an suitable IR with multi-level paradigm like Hector makes it easier to store necessary information and to avoid extra analysis in the synthesis flow, which helps to make up an automatic verification approach with no human efforts.
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